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Abstract

This paper explores the implications of fairness and reciprocity

for self-enforcing international environmental agreements on pollu-

tion abatement. Reciprocal countries reward kind behavior (positive

reciprocity), but retaliate against countries behaving unfairly (nega-

tive reciprocity). We demonstrate that reciprocal countries that have

moderate expectations from each other with respect to their national

abatement strategies can support a greater degree of environmental

cooperation than self-interested ones. However, when only very high

abatement standards are deemed fair, then reciprocity could have a

detrimental e¤ect on international environmental cooperation. Our

model therefore provides a novel perspective on the recent failure of

the Copenhagen Summit. Finally, we show that these results are ro-

bust to endogenizing fair-abatement-standard perceptions.
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standards; Repeated games
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1 Introduction

In this paper, we examine international environmental agreements (IEAs) on

pollution abatement among governments with reciprocal preferences for en-

vironmental policy. Governments with reciprocal preferences reward "kind"
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or "fair" actions (positive reciprocity), whereas they punish "unkind" or

"unfair" behavior (negative reciprocity). The signi�cance of this question

is twofold. First, governments seem to exhibit such preferences, at least

with regard to environmental policy. Second, our analysis provides impor-

tant insights into the successes and failures of international environmental

negotiations.

A large number of environmental problems are transboundary in nature

and often have a global scope (e.g., climate change or marine pollution).

Countries have therefore been trying to sign IEAs in order to coordinate

their environmental policies. Interestingly, most governments state that the

burden of environmental protection should be equitably shared among coun-

tries, while stressing, at the same time, the importance of sustainable devel-

opment and poverty eradication around the globe. One would be actually

hard pressed to �nd a single government that stands in disagreement with

the aforementioned objectives. In fact, it is clearly stated in the Copen-

hagen Accord that its endorsers "shall...on the basis of equity and in the

context of sustainable development, enhance [their] long-term cooperative

action to combat climate change...bearing in mind that social and economic

development and poverty eradication are the �rst and overriding priorities of

developing countries..."1 Moreover, analogous statements can be found in the

o¢ cial environmental policy agenda of most countries, including the Euro-

pean Union (EU) and the US.2 These policy statements clearly demonstrate

that governments are concerned, to some extent, with "equity" or "fairness"

in international environmental cooperation and with the impact of their poli-

cies on the welfare of others.

Fairness considerations did play a pivotal role in the disappointing out-

come of the recent United Nations Climate Change Conference in Copen-

hagen. Most analysts agree that the principal reason for the failure of the

Copenhagen Summit was the disagreement between countries �especially be-

tween, on the one hand, the US, and on the other hand, the BASIC countries

1See http://unfccc.int/resource/docs/2009/cop15/eng/l07.pdf.
2See http://ec.europa.eu/environment/integration/development_en.htm for the EU,

and http://www.usaid.gov/our_work/environment/climate/index.html for the US.
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(i.e., Brazil, South Africa, India, and China) led by China �on how to share

the burden of reducing greenhouse gas emissions. Essentially, the negotia-

tions in Copenhagen revolved around fairness and reciprocity, with countries

rejecting the di¤erent proposed deals as unfair or inequitable. Once the talks

were (unsuccessfully) concluded, they then started accusing each other of a

total lack of willingness to compromise. For instance, the G77 group of 130

developing nations blamed President Obama for "locking the poor into per-

manent poverty by refusing to reduce US emissions further," while the UK�s

Prime Minister Gordon Brown argued that "If America and China were able

to show they were doing more and I believe that they can, then all countries

�Australia, Brazil, Japan, Korea �all those countries that have ranges [of

emission cuts] would be prepared to go to their highest level of ambition."3

On a more theoretical level, there is an extensive and rapidly growing

literature providing evidence of both positive and negative reciprocity in in-

dividual decision making.4 Political-economy models of environmental policy

then suggest that if individuals have such preferences, these preferences will

be re�ected in the objective functions of governments. The �rst model we

can invoke here is the median-voter model, where the government chooses

policies that re�ect majority opinion on the issue (in order to remain popu-

lar and stay elected).5 In such a setting, if the median voter has reciprocal

preferences, then the government�s actions are going to mirror these prefer-

ences. Alternatively, we could look at interest-group models. The framework

that currently occupies center stage in the literature is due to Grossman

and Helpman (1994), who focus on trade-policy issues. More speci�cally,

3See http://www.guardian.co.uk/environment/2009/dec/19/copenhagen-blame-game
and http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/uk_news/politics/8423831.stm, respectively.

4For instance, experiments asking individuals to contribute to public goods typically
�nd that their contributions far exceed what self-interested utility maximization would
entail (e.g., Andreoni, 1988; Palfrey and Prisbrey, 1997; Croson, 2007). This is usually
interpreted as evidence of positive reciprocity. Analogous results arise from trust or gift-
exchange experiments (e.g., Berg et al., 1995; Fehr et al., 1997; Fehr et al., 1998). On
the other hand, evidence for negative reciprocity is found in ultimatum-game experiments
with the typical result being that people reject o¤ers that would be accepted under the
self-interested hypothesis (e.g., Güth et al., 1982; Roth et al., 1991). Moreover, in a recent
paper, Dohmen et al. (2009) provide evidence of both positive and negative reciprocity
using survey data.

5See, for example, Eriksson and Persson (2003) and McAusland (2003).
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in their paper, the incumbent government maximizes a weighted average of

aggregate social welfare and political contributions by lobbies that wish to

in�uence trade policy. Their framework has subsequently been applied to en-

vironmental policy by Fredriksson (1997) and Aidt (1998), among others. In

these lobbying models, if individuals have preferences for reciprocity, these

preferences will enter into the government�s objective function with some

weight.6

A question that naturally arises at this point is whether voters exhibit

reciprocal preferences towards environmental policy. There exists plenty of

evidence that seems to suggest so. First, most surveys of public opinion �nd

that environmental protection is among the top priorities of voters, who are

willing to bear part of the cost of "greener" policies. According to Gallup and

over the period 1985-present, more than 50% of Americans tend to believe

that protecting the environment should be given priority, even at the risk

of curbing economic growth (with the exception of the last couple of years

overshadowed by the global economic crisis).7 Furthermore, in 2006, 68%

of Australians were prepared to shoulder "signi�cant costs" to tackle global

warming, while in 2009, Europeans were on average ready to pay 6.6% more

for energy produced from sources that emit less greenhouse gases in order

to �ght the climate change.8 Surveys also suggest that individuals have an

explicit notion of what the "appropriate" environmental policies entail, i.e.,

they have a reference level regarding environmental policy against which the

policies implemented by their own government or by the rest of the world can

be evaluated.9 In a special Eurobarometer survey on Europeans�attitudes to-

wards climate change conducted in late August and September 2009, 55% of

Europeans believed that the EU is not doing enough to �ght climate change,

while 62% of them believed their national government is not doing enough

6One could also argue that governments consist of individuals, who might have recip-
rocal preferences themselves with respect to environmental policy.

7See http://www.gallup.com/poll/1615/Environment.aspx.
8See "Who cares? Don�t Count on Public Opinion to

Support Mitigation," The Economist, December 3, 2009, and
http://ec.europa.eu/public_opinion/archives/ebs/ebs_322_en.pdf, respectively.

9This is a concept widely studied in the behavioral economics literature. For more on
this, see, for instance, Helson (1964) and Tversky and Kahneman (1991).
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on this front either. Only 12% of the respondents in the former case and

8% in the latter were unsure.10 Finally, there exist numerous nongovernmen-

tal/nonpro�t organizations devoted solely to the promotion of environmental

protection and sustainable development, in which large numbers of people

get organized. These organizations most often openly advocate fairness and

reciprocity in international environmental cooperation.11

To address the implications of reciprocity and fairness for IEAs on pol-

lution abatement, we develop a dynamic game in which reciprocal countries

facing a free-riding Prisoner�s Dilemma problem in their dealings with one

another attempt to maintain cooperation in their national abatement strate-

gies, where pollution is assumed to be relatively transboundary in nature.

Given the lack of a supranational authority with e¤ective enforcement mech-

anisms regarding environmental policy, we restrict our attention to IEAs that

are self-enforcing, as in Ferrara et al. (2009). In this context, a country will

choose today to adhere to the cooperative path as long as the onetime gain

it could achieve by unilaterally deviating from its agreed-upon abatement

policies does not outweigh the discounted future welfare losses due to the en-

suing breakdown in international environmental cooperation. It is important

to stress here that we completely abstract from participation considerations

in this paper. Rather, we look for the most cooperative equilibrium that can

be supported by reciprocal countries within the context of a self-enforcing

international agreement involving full participation.12 This is in line with

recent experiences with the Copenhagen Accord, to which more than 125

countries have already o¢ cially agreed, including all the major (polluting)

economies.13 On the other hand, to model reciprocity, we follow Segal and

Sobel (2007). In particular, we assume that a country attaches a positive

(negative) weight to the self-interested welfare of another country if it expects

10See http://ec.europa.eu/public_opinion/archives/ebs/ebs_322_en.pdf.
11See, for example, http://www.greenpeace.org/international/Global/international/planet-

2/report/2009/5/greenpeace-climate-vision.pdf for the climate vision of Greenpeace.
12For further elaboration on these points, see Barrett (1994), Wagner (2001), and Barrett

(2005), among others. Note also that self-enforcing agreements involving full participation
are commonly employed in the literature on multilateral trade negotiations (e.g., Dam,
1970; Dixit, 1987; Bagwell and Staiger, 2002).
13See http://unfccc.int/home/items/5262.php.
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the latter to behave kindly (unkindly) by setting a higher (lower) abatement

standard than the one it perceives as fair. In other words, countries are

assumed to have preferences over both outcomes and strategies.

We �nd that reciprocal countries that have moderate expectations from

each other with respect to environmental policy (i.e., when the abatement

standards considered fair are not too high, but at the same time, too little

pollution abatement is considered unfair) can support a higher degree of en-

vironmental cooperation and thus achieve higher welfare than self-interested

countries. The intuition underlying this result is straightforward. For such

fair-abatement-standard perceptions, in the reciprocal game (i) the punitive

Nash abatement standard is lower than in the self-interested game, mean-

ing punishment would be harsher in the former game; and (ii) countries are

in a positive-reciprocity state. As a result, under the scenario in question,

reciprocal countries are faced with both a weaker incentive to cheat and a

stronger incentive to cooperate than self-interested ones, allowing them to

support a "greener" equilibrium.

However, when reciprocal countries are highly demanding from each other

regarding their environmental policies (i.e., when only very high abatement

levels are perceived as fair), then the impact of reciprocity on international

environmental cooperation is ambiguous. Intuitively, in such a case, recip-

rocal countries are in a negative-reciprocity state, meaning that they face

a stronger incentive to defect than self-interested ones. On the other hand,

their incentive to cooperate remains stronger (due to the lower punitive Nash

abatement standard), but there exist cases in which the stronger-incentive-to-

cheat e¤ect dominates, leading to less pollution abatement in the reciprocal

equilibrium as compared with the self-interested one. Finally, we show that

these results are robust to allowing for fair-abatement-standard perceptions

that are endogenously determined during the course of the game.

At a more general level, our �ndings provide a novel reason for the oc-

casional failure of international environmental negotiations: Assuming coun-

tries have (some) preferences for fairness and reciprocity, if they arrive at the

negotiations table with expectations that are highly elevated (for whatever

reason), this could prove counterproductive, in the sense that they might
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no longer be able to support very "green" policies. It could then be argued

that this might be one of the plausible explanations for the recent failure

of the Copenhagen Summit. There is little doubt that the pre-Copenhagen

expectations for what could have been accomplished there were very high.

For instance, according to the o¢ cial United Nations website, more than

100 world leaders met in New York in September 2009 in order to "mobilize

political will and strengthen momentum for a fair, e¤ective, and ambitious

climate deal in Copenhagen..."14 Our results, however, demonstrate that such

"ambitious" expectations, represented in our model by high fair-abatement-

standard perceptions, could end up hindering the e¤orts for deeper inter-

national environmental cooperation. In fact, this possibility had been an-

ticipated by a number of analysts and negotiators before the summit. For

example, in November 2009, Susanne Dröge from the German Institute for

International and Security A¤airs said that high expectations for the summit

had to be adjusted, and noted that it was important that the expectations

were adjusted before the summit, because otherwise the outcome would be

bad.15 In summary, expectations emerge as a key factor in our analysis, hav-

ing a signi�cant e¤ect on can be achieved in the international environmental

arena. The policy implications are then immediate. The careful manage-

ment of expectations is critical for the success of international environmental

negotiations, and most importantly, the creation of a pre-negotiations high-

expectations environment should be avoided.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 sets out

the basics. Section 3 characterizes the static Nash equilibrium of our model,

whereas Section 4 analyzes the dynamic game. Section 5 endogenizes coun-

tries� fair-abatement-standard perceptions. Finally, Section 6 o¤ers some

concluding remarks. The proofs for our main results in the context of a

generalized model are relegated to the Appendix.

14See http://un.org/wcm/content/site/climatechange/lang/en/pages/2009summit.
15"Can Copenhagen Still Be Saved?" The Economist, November 17, 2009.
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2 The Model

We assume the world consists of two countries, A and B, that trade two

goods, a and b.16 Country J is endowed with 1 unit of good �j and zero
units of good j, where J 2 fA;Bg and j 2 fa; bg.17 On the consumption side,
we maintain the assumptions that demand functions are symmetric across

countries and goods, and that the demand for good j is independent of the

price of good �j. More speci�cally, the demand for good j in country J is
of the linear form:18

D
�
P Jj
�
= �� �P Jj , (1)

where P Jj is good j�s price in country J and � >
1
2
; � > 0 are constants.

Given our setup, country J imports good j and exports good �j.
In each period, country J unilaterally selects its abatement standard

eJ 2
�
0; eJO

�
so as to maximize its individual welfare, where eJO is the abate-

ment level country J would choose under full international cooperation.19

Pollution abatement is assumed to consume a fraction of a country�s endow-

ment. In particular, country J has a post-abatement endowment of good �j
of 1� eJ units available for domestic consumption or export. The aggregate
environmental damage country J then faces is a function of the level of both

its own emissions and the ones of country �J :

	J
�
eJ ; e�J

�
=
1

2

�
1� eJ + s

�
1� e�J

��2
, (2)

where s 2 (s; 1] is the degree of transboundary pollution, with s > 0.20

16Our framework is inspired by Bagwell and Staiger (1999). Moreover, note that the
qualitative nature of the results presented here extends to N countries.
17We choose to ignore the production process in the two countries for expositional

simplicity. In any case, this assumption does not a¤ect the qualitative nature of our
�ndings.
18In the Appendix, we relax the linear-demand assumption.
19As will become evident below, given our overall assumptions, country J would never

�nd it optimal to select an abatement standard higher than eJO. We can therefore restrict
the range of eJ to

�
0; eJO

�
without loss of generality.

20As we discuss below, we assume s is su¢ ciently high so that in the absence of an IEA,
the countries would underinvest in pollution abatement from the point of view of global
e¢ ciency.
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As s converges to s, pollution becomes more local in nature, whereas as s

converges to 1, pollution becomes a pure public bad a¤ecting both countries

equally.

We assume the countries engage in free trade, implying P Jj = P�Jj .21

Letting X�J
j

�
P�Jj

�
= 1�e�J �D

�
P�Jj

�
denote country �J�s export supply

function, the equilibrium prices can then be obtained from the usual market-

clearing conditions:

D
�
P Jj
�
= X�J

j

�
P�Jj

�
, (3)

yielding:

P Jj
�
e�J
�
=
2��

�
1� e�J

�
2�

. (4)

As expected, the equilibrium price of good j is increasing in country �J�s
abatement e¤orts (or, equivalently, decreasing in country�J�s post-abatement
endowment of j).

The countries have preferences for fairness and reciprocity. More pre-

cisely, the welfare of country J is given by:22

RW J
�
eJ ; e�J ; e�Jf

�
= SW J

�
eJ ; e�J

�
+ wJ(e�J ; e�Jf )SW

�J �eJ ; e�J� . (5)
The �rst term, SW J , is the self-interested (or "standard") welfare function,

i.e., the sum of consumer and producer surplus minus environmental damage:

SW J
�
eJ ; e�J

�
=

Z �
�

PJj (e
�J )

D (P ) dP +

Z �
�

PJ�j(e
J )

D (P ) dP

+
�
1� eJ

�
P J�j

�
eJ
�
�	J

�
eJ ; e�J

�
. (6)

21It is direct to show that our basic �ndings are robust to the introduction of import
tari¤s. We therefore abstract from trade-protection considerations for analytical conve-
nience. Upon request, a technical appendix is available from the authors in which import
tari¤s are introduced into our framework.
22An alternative way of modeling reciprocity in a dynamic setup is due to Dufwenberg

and Kirchsteiger (2004). In their paper, they develop a theory of reciprocity for extensive
form games, and introduce a new solution concept � sequential reciprocity equilibrium
�where players update their beliefs about their co-players� intentions as the game un-
folds and choose their actions accordingly. However, their framework would be highly
intractable for the purposes of this paper.
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The second term, wJ(e�J ; e�Jf )SW
�J , captures the fairness payo¤ for coun-

try J , where  > 0 is a scaling factor and:

wJ(e�J ; e�Jf ) =
e�J � e�Jf
e�J + e�Jf

2 [�1; 1) , (7)

with e�Jf being the e�J country J deems "fair."23

To gain some insight into (7), note �rst that an increase in e�J has two

o¤setting e¤ects on the self-interested welfare of country J . On the one

hand, it has a positive environmental e¤ect, as it results in lower aggregate

environmental damage for country J . On the other hand, it has a negative

terms-of-trade e¤ect, as it leads to a higher price of good j. Observe further

that the former e¤ect is a function of the degree of transboundary pollution

s, whereas the latter e¤ect is independent of s. It follows that as long as s

is su¢ ciently high, which is our working assumption throughout the paper,

the environmental e¤ect of an increase in e�J on country J�s self-interested

welfare outweighs its terms-of-trade e¤ect, i.e., country J�s self-interested

welfare rises as country �J implements a higher abatement standard.
The interpretation of the weight function wJ is then straightforward once

it is recalled that a reciprocal country cares about the intentions of its trad-

ing partner. More speci�cally, if country J expects country �J to set an
abatement standard higher than the one it perceives as fair, then it is will-

ing to sacri�ce some of its own self-interested welfare in order to reward its

trading partner, exhibiting positive reciprocity. If instead country J expects

country �J to behave unfairly by selecting an abatement standard below the
one it considers fair, then it is willing to sacri�ce some of its self-interested

welfare in order to punish its trading partner, exhibiting negative reciprocity.

Finally, if e�J is exactly equal to e�Jf , then RW
J collapses to SW J , i.e., the

reciprocal and self-interested welfare functions coincide for country J .

This completes the basic outline of our model. We next turn �rst to

the static and subsequently to the dynamic abatement-level game between

countries A and B. In order to make our points as simply as possible, we

23A more general weight function wJ is introduced in the Appendix.
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resort to graphical/numerical analysis in what follows, while we relegate the

formal proofs for our main results (in the context of a generalized model) to

the Appendix.24

3 Static Game

Our aim in this section is to characterize the static Nash equilibrium of our

model, and compare it with the one that would emerge in a game with self-

interested countries. This equilibrium will serve as a credible punishment

in the dynamic game explored in the next section, the threat of which can

support international environmental cooperation in a repeated setting.25 To

this end, let the static game with self-interested countries be represented

by �S (SW ), while �R (RW;w;�!e f ) denotes the static game with reciprocal
countries, where �!e f �

�
eJf ; e

�J
f

�
is the fair-abatement-standard vector. We

henceforth assume that eJf = e�Jf � ef , i.e., the countries share a common

fair-abatement-level perception. The reason for this assumption is twofold.

First, it considerably simpli�es our analysis. Second, asymmetries of a not

too high degree in fair-abatement-level perceptions between the (otherwise

symmetric) countries would not a¤ect the qualitative nature of our �ndings.26

Straightforward calculations reveal that the Nash equilibrium of �S (SW )

is given by:

eJNS = e
�J
NS = 1�

4�

3 + 4� (1 + s)
� eNS. (8)

�R (RW;w;�!e f ) also admits a unique symmetric Nash equilibrium in pure

strategies, �!e NR � (eNR; eNR), but its derivation is more involved and we

therefore choose to employ numerical analysis. Three main results emerge

from our simulations, which we state as Lemma 1, and Propositions 1 and 2.

24The graphical/numerical analysis was carried out using Mathematica. The �le is
available from the authors upon request.
25Note that the static Nash equilibrium would be the unique equilibrium for the dynamic

game as well if an IEA were not feasible (e.g., due to exogenous, political reasons or because
the countries were highly impatient and did not value the future at all).
26Upon request, a technical appendix is available from the authors in which we repro-

duce our analysis allowing for asymmetries in fair-abatement-level perceptions between
the countries that are not too high.
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Our �rst result shows how countries�fair-abatement-level perception a¤ects

eNR.

Lemma 1 The (pure) Nash equilibrium of �R (RW;w;�!e f ), �!e NR =

(eNR; eNR), is strictly decreasing in the fair abatement standard ef , i.e.,
@eNR
@ef

< 0.

To gain some insight for Lemma 1, recall that given our focus on "high"

degrees of transboundary pollution, the positive environmental e¤ect of an

increase in eJ on country �J�s self-interested welfare outweighs its negative
terms-of-trade e¤ect, i.e., pollution abatement by country J exerts a positive

externality on its trading partner. Moreover, observe from (7) that for a given

e�J , a higher ef leads to a smaller wJ . Consequently, as ef rises, country J

chooses its environmental policy with less of country �J�s interests in mind,
resulting in a Nash equilibrium characterized by less pollution abatement

worldwide.

Next, we compare eNR with the abatement standard that would prevail

under full international cooperation, i.e., with the one maximizing the coun-

tries�joint welfare, RW J +RW�J . Let the latter be represented by eOR.

Proposition 1 The Nash equilibrium of �R (RW;w;�!e f ) is characterized by
an ine¢ ciently low level of pollution abatement, i.e., eOR > eNR.

The intuition underlying Proposition 1 is straightforward. Given pollution

is relatively transboundary in our setting, there exist signi�cant pollution-

abatement spillover e¤ects (which outweigh the abatement terms-of-trade ef-

fects). As a result, the countries have strong free-riding incentives, resulting

in a suboptimal level of pollution abatement in the absence of an environmen-

tal agreement. However, under full international cooperation, the spillover

e¤ects would be internalized by both trading partners and therefore, higher

abatement standards would be implemented.27

27Observe here that Proposition 1 is essentially driven by our assumption regarding s
(i.e., our assumption that s > s). Moreover, an analogous result (and intuition) holds
for the static game with self-interested countries. In particular, for �S (SW ), the globally
optimal abatement standard, eOS , exceeds the static Nash one, eNS , as long as � > 1

4s(1+s)
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Finally, we compare the reciprocal static Nash abatement standard, eNR,

with the self-interested one, eNS.

Proposition 2 If ef � eNS, then eNR � eNS, with equality holding if and

only if ef = eNS.

Proposition 2 demonstrates that reciprocal countries that are at least to a

certain extent demanding from their trading partners regarding their environ-

mental policy (i.e., when too little pollution abatement is considered unfair)

select in Nash equilibrium lower abatement standards than self-interested

countries. To understand the proposition, note that if ef = eNS, recipro-

cal country J places a zero weight on its trading partner when facing eNS.

�R (RW;w;�!e f ) then collapses to �S (SW ), and eNS emerges naturally as
the Nash equilibrium of �R (RW;w;�!e f ) as well. Furthermore, we know

from Lemma 1 that eNR is strictly decreasing in ef . It then follows that

if ef > eNS, the reciprocal static Nash abatement level is (strictly) lower

than the self-interested one. Observe here that if instead ef < eNS, then

eNR > eNS, implying that ef < eNR. To avoid the unrealistic (and uninter-

esting) scenario under which ef � eNR, we maintain in the remainder of the
paper the nonrestrictive assumption that ef > eNS.

4 Dynamic Game

We now study repeated interaction between the countries. More speci�cally,

the dynamic game we consider is simply the static one analyzed above in-

�nitely repeated. We assume countries cannot make binding international

commitments but are instead limited to environmental agreements that are

self-enforcing. In such a setting, countries can still maintain international

environmental cooperation, whose degree depends critically on how severely

(or, equivalently, s is su¢ ciently high). Finally, it is interesting to note that eOR � eOS
with equality only holding if and only if ef = 0, which re�ects the higher net marginal
bene�t pollution abatement entails for a country in �R (RW;w;�!e f ) than in �S (SW ) due
to its fairness payo¤.
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they can credibly punish an o¤ender. Our aim in this section is to investi-

gate the implications of fairness and reciprocity for the ability of countries

to cooperate with high abatement standards.

To this end, denote the dynamic game with reciprocal countries by

�R1 (RW;w;
�!e f ), and the one with self-interested countries by �S1 (SW ).

Moreover, let � 2 (0; 1) represent the discount factor between periods. Given
the overall symmetry of our framework, we focus for both games on symmet-

ric cooperative subgame-perfect equilibria in which (i) along the equilibrium

path, the countries implement a common cooperative abatement standard

eC 2 (eNS; eOS] in each period; and (ii) if at any point in the game a de-
fection occurs, both countries revert from the following period onwards to

the noncooperative Nash abatement standard of the (relevant) stage game.28

In other words, to enforce environmental cooperation, the countries employ

grim-trigger strategies.

Let us begin our analysis with the dynamic game with self-interested

countries, �S1 (SW ). To derive the incentive-compatibility constraint for self-

interested country J , we �rst look at its static incentive to cheat, 
JS, which

simply equals to the onetime increase it achieves in welfare when it optimally

chooses an abatement standard on its reaction curve while country �J still
cooperates with eC :


JS (eC) � SW J
�
BRJS (eC) ; eC

�
� SW J (�!e C) � SW J

D � SW J
C , (9)

where �!e C � (eC ; eC), and BRJS (eC) is country J�s best-response abatement
standard to eC :

BRJS (eC) =
3 + 4 [� (1 + s (1� eC))� �]

3 + 4�
< eC . (10)

Clearly, from (10), BRJS is strictly increasing in the degree of transboundary

pollution s.

However, defection by any country leads to a permanent breakdown in in-

28Note that for both games we restrict our attention to cooperative abatement standards
above eNS but below eOS . This enables us to better compare �R1 (RW;w;

�!e f ) with
�S1 (SW ), which is our main goal in this paper (see also footnote 27).
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ternational cooperation. The discounted future welfare cost a defector faces,

then, equals:

�

1� �
�
SW J (�!e C)� SW J (�!e NS)

�
� �

1� �
�
SW J

C � SW J
N

�
� �

1� �!
J
S (eC) ,

(11)

where �!e NS � (eNS; eNS), and !JS is the per-period value of cooperation

for country J , i.e., the per-period increase it enjoys in welfare under interna-

tional environmental cooperation as compared with the noncooperative Nash

equilibrium.

Therefore, the incentive-compatibility condition for self-interested coun-

try J to adhere to the cooperative path in �S1 (SW ) is that the onetime gain

from defection, 
JS, does not exceed the discounted future value of coopera-

tion, �
1��!

J
S:


JS (eC) �
�

1� �!
J
S (eC) . (12)

It follows from (12) that a given cooperative abatement standard eC can

be supported as a subgame-perfect equilibrium of �S1 (SW ) as long as the

countries are patient enough, or:

� � �SeC �
SW J

D � SW J
C

SW J
D � SW J

N

. (13)

Analogous relationships hold for reciprocal countries. More speci�cally,

the incentive-compatibility constraint for reciprocal country J to uphold in-

ternational environmental cooperation in �R1 (RW;w;
�!e f ) is given by:


JR (eC) �
�

1� �!
J
R (eC) . (14)

Furthermore, reciprocal countries can support a given cooperative abatement

standard eC as long as they su¢ ciently value the future, or:

� � �ReC �
RW J

D �RW J
C

RW J
D �RW J

N

. (15)

At this point, we are prepared to compare �R1 (RW;w;
�!e f ) with �S1 (SW ).
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We start by comparing BRJS (eC), 

J
S (eC), and !

J
S (eC) against BR

J
R (eC),


JR (eC), and !
J
R (eC), respectively, where BR

J
R (eC) is reciprocal country J�s

best-response abatement standard to eC . To obtain our results, we once again

employ for expositional simplicity graphical/numerical analysis. Moreover,

in all that follows, we maintain the (nonrestrictive) assumption that  is su¢ -

ciently small (meaning that the weight of the fairness payo¤ in the countries�

objective function is not too high).

Lemma 2 BRJR (eC) � BRJS (eC) if and only if eC � ef , with equality hold-
ing if and only if eC = ef .

The intuition underlying Lemma 2 is direct. For any cooperative abatement

standard eC above the fair abatement level ef , reciprocal countries attach

a positive weight to their partner�s self-interested welfare, i.e., they are in

a positive-reciprocity state. As a result, under defection, they set a higher

abatement standard than self-interested countries so that the adverse e¤ects

of their unilateral action on their trading partner are somewhat moderated.

Of course, the reverse is true if eC < ef , as the countries are then in a

negative-reciprocity state, willing to incur some welfare cost in order to pun-

ish each other.

Lemma 3 
JR (eC) � 
JS (eC) if and only if eC � ef , with equality holding if
and only if eC = ef .

Let us consider why the static incentive country J has to deviate from eC

is weaker in �R1 (RW;w;
�!e f ) than in �S1 (SW ) if the cooperative abatement

standard eC exceeds the fair one, ef , i.e., if the countries are in a positive-

reciprocity state. Intuitively, two reinforcing forces are at work here. First,

we know from Lemma 2 that for such eC , BRJR (eC) > BRJS (eC). Second,

defection would be costly for J�s partner, which acts to mitigate the potential

onetime gains from cheating for J in �R1 (RW;w;
�!e f ). On the other hand,

if the countries are in a negative-reciprocity state (i.e., if eC < ef), both of

the aforementioned forces work in the exact opposite direction, resulting in


JR (eC) > 
JS (eC). Figure 1 depicts the relationship between 

J
R (eC) and


JS (eC).
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Lemma 4 !JR (eC) > !
J
S (eC) ; 8eC.

To gain some insight for Lemma 4, recall that the punitive Nash abatement

standard is lower in �R1 (RW;w;
�!e f ) than in �S1 (SW ) (i.e., eNR < eNS),

meaning punishment would be harsher in the former game. At the same

time, in�nite Nash reversion would hurt not only country J , but its trading

partner as well. This could raise or lower the cost of the punishment phase

for country J itself in �R1 (RW;w;
�!e f ) depending on whether the countries

are in a positive- or a negative-reciprocity state, i.e., depending on whether

eC is above or below ef . In any case, for su¢ ciently low , the latter e¤ect is

relatively weak and the former e¤ect (regarding the punitive Nash abatement

standard) is always the predominant one. The relationship between !JR (eC)

and !JS (eC) is represented in Figure 2.

We are now ready to state our �rst result regarding the impact of fairness

and reciprocity on international environmental cooperation. Using (13) and

(15), we compare �SeC against �
R
eC
, where eC � ef .

Proposition 3 Let eC � ef be a cooperative abatement standard. The criti-
cal discount factor above which international environmental cooperation can

be maintained at eC is lower in �R1 (RW;w;
�!e f ) than in �S1 (SW ), i.e.,

�ReC < �
S
eC
.

The proposition follows in a straightforward manner from Lemmas 3 and 4.

More speci�cally, at any cooperative abatement standard higher than the

fair one, ef , reciprocal countries have both a stronger incentive to cooperate

and a weaker incentive to cheat than self-interested ones. Therefore, such an

eC can more easily be supported in �R1 (RW;w;
�!e f ) than in �S1 (SW ) (i.e.,

�ReC < �
S
eC
).

Let next �!e CS � (eCS; eCS) denote the most cooperative equilibrium

abatement-standard vector for �S1 (SW ), i.e., eCS is the highest pollution-

abatement standard that does not invite cheating in the dynamic game with

self-interested countries. Similarly, let �!e CR � (eCR; eCR) represent the most
cooperative equilibrium abatement-standard vector of �R1 (RW;w;

�!e f ).29

29Observe that the most cooperative abatement-standard equilibrium is the most natural
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Clearly, eCS (eCR) is the most cooperative equilibrium abatement standard

of �S1 (SW ) (�
R
1 (RW;w;

�!e f )) when � = �SeC (� = �ReC ). Furthermore, let

us assume in the remainder of this section that � 2
�
�; �
�
so that both

self-interested and reciprocal countries can maintain some environmental co-

operation but eOS is infeasible for either of them. The following proposition

compares eCR against eCS assuming that the countries are moderately de-

manding from each other regarding their environmental policy (i.e., assuming

the fair abatement standard is not too high).

Proposition 4 Let ef � eCS. Then the most cooperative equilibrium abate-

ment standard of �R1 (RW;w;
�!e f ) is higher than the one of �S1 (SW ), i.e.,

eCR > eCS.

The intuition underlying Proposition 4 is the same as the one behind Propo-

sition 3. In particular, for ef � eCS, reciprocal countries have (according to
Lemmas 3 and 4) both a stronger incentive to cooperate and a weaker incen-

tive to cheat than self-interested ones around eCS, implying that the former

can support higher abatement standards than the latter, or eCR > eCS. Put

di¤erently, Proposition 4 demonstrates that when countries are moderately

demanding from their trading partners with respect to their environmen-

tal policy, reciprocity has a positive impact on international environmental

cooperation.

However, as Proposition 5 establishes, this is no longer necessarily true

when countries are highly demanding from each other regarding pollution

abatement.

Proposition 5 Let ef > eCS. Then the e¤ect of fairness and reciprocity on
the most cooperative abatement-standard equilibrium of the dynamic game is

ambiguous.

To understand Proposition 5, recall from Lemmas 3 and 4 that for ef > eCS,

reciprocal countries have around eCS both a stronger incentive to cheat and

focal point for either game as (i) it is the only equilibrium of the desired class that is
not Pareto dominated; and (ii) nothing precludes preplay communication between the
countries.
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a stronger incentive to cooperate than self-interested ones. In other words,

there are two o¤setting forces at play here, making the comparison between

eCS and eCR less clear-cut. Our simulations do con�rm that for very high fair

abatement standards, eCR does indeed lie below eCS, as we depict in Figure 3.

Actually, it is interesting to note that eCS is more likely to exceed eCR when �

is relatively low, i.e., when the countries are relatively impatient. This is due

to the fact that a lower � weakens the relative signi�cance of the stronger-

incentive-to-cooperate force, while it leaves the stronger-incentive-to-cheat

force una¤ected. To summarize, when only very high levels of pollution

abatement are considered fair, then reciprocity could have a detrimental e¤ect

on international environmental cooperation, and this is more likely to occur

if countries are relatively impatient.

5 Endogenizing Fairness

We have hitherto assumed that perceptions of fairness are exogenous and con-

stant between periods. This is consistent with the experimental work of Fehr

and Falk (1999) who in a wage-setting context �nd virtually no change in ei-

ther behavior or perceptions of fairness over time. However, one could argue

that countries�perceptions of a fair abatement standard might adjust during

the course of the game. As Kahneman et al. (1986, pp.730-1) write: "Psy-

chological studies of adaptation suggest that any stable state of a¤airs tends

to become accepted eventually, at least in the sense that alternatives to it no

longer readily come to mind. Terms of exchange that are initially seen as un-

fair may in time acquire the status of a reference transaction...[people] adapt

their views of fairness to the norms of actual behavior."30 In this section, we

extend our analysis by allowing for endogenous formation of fair-abatement-

standard perceptions, and investigate whether our main predictions so far

still hold.

To this end, we adapt equation (6) from Ryder and Heal (1973, p. 3) to

our discrete-time framework, assuming current abatement standards a¤ect

30See Franciosi et al. (1995) for experimental support of these ideas in a price-setting
context.
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future fair-abatement-standard perceptions as follows:

e�J;tf = �e�J;t�1 + (1� �) e�J;t�1f , for any J , (16)

where � 2 (0; 1). Equation (16) indicates that country J�s fair-abatement-
standard perception today is a linear combination of its last period�s fair-

abatement-standard perception and of the abatement standard country �J
actually implemented in that period. In other words, if country �J sets an
abatement standard today above the one country J deems fair, then country

J will be more demanding next period (i.e., e�Jf increases), which acts to

lower its fairness payo¤ for any given e�J . On the other hand, if country

�J selects an abatement standard today below e�Jf , then country J will

be less demanding next period (i.e., e�Jf decreases), which acts to raise its

fairness payo¤ given an e�J .31 It follows that as the game unfolds, country

J�s fair-abatement-level perception converges to the environmental policy of

its trading partner. More formally:���e�J;tf � e�J;t
��� !
t!1

0. (17)

We are now prepared to examine whether our main conclusions heretofore

are a¤ected in any fundamental way by (16). Let us make the assumption

that � is not too big (i.e., countries do not adjust their reference levels too

fast). Clearly, endogenizing fairness has no impact on the static game. At

the same time, in the dynamic game, the major di¤erence equation (16)

introduces is that both eNR and eCR vary over time. However, given an

� and an initial fair-abatement-level perception, we can readily derive the

future fair-abatement-standard perceptions, and hence etNR and e
t
CR for all

t.

It is direct to show that if the fair abatement level is initially below the

31It is only reasonable to assume that as international environmental cooperation be-
comes stronger, countries become more demanding with respect to environmental policy.
For example, it is logical to expect that the abatement standards deemed fair nowadays
are substantially higher as compared with the ones in the 1970s or the 1980s when global
warming did not occupy center stage in the policy arena and international environmental
cooperation was substantially weaker.
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most cooperative equilibrium abatement standard of the self-interested game,

then eCR remains above eCS along the equilibrium path, which is along the

lines of Proposition 4. Intuitively, under this scenario, the countries start

with an eCR above eCS. As the game progresses, ef converges to eCR, and

thus, eCR converges to eCS (since wJ converges to zero). But for an � that

is not too high, ef never exceeds eCS (implying eCS never exceeds eCR by

Proposition 4).

Moreover, a result analogous to Proposition 5 is obtained: If the fair

abatement standard is initially higher than eCS, then the e¤ect of fairness

and reciprocity on multilateral tari¤ cooperation is ambiguous, since the

countries might start with an eCR either below or above eCS. Eventually

though, under this scenario as well, the reciprocal game (slowly) converges

to the self-interested one. In summary, allowing for endogenously formed

fair-abatement-standard perceptions does not a¤ect the qualitative nature of

our �ndings (as long as � is not too high).

6 Conclusions

In this paper, we examined the impact of fairness and reciprocity on inter-

national environmental cooperation in pollution abatement, where pollution

was assumed to be relatively transboundary in nature. More speci�cally,

we investigated whether in the context of self-enforcing IEAs (involving full

participation) reciprocal countries can support a higher degree of pollution

abatement than self-interested ones. In our setting, a reciprocal country is

willing to reward another country by raising its own abatement standard and

therefore reducing transboundary pollution if it expects the latter to behave

kindly by setting a higher abatement standard than the one deemed fair;

nevertheless, the reverse is true when the latter is expected to behave un-

kindly by implementing an unfairly low level of pollution abatement. This

is an important question for two reasons. First, governments and consumers

seem to exhibit reciprocal preferences towards environmental policy. Second,

our analysis provides a novel perspective on the successes and failures of

international environmental negotiations.
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We have established that reciprocal countries that have moderate ex-

pectations from each other regarding their national abatement policies (i.e.,

when their fair-abatement-standard perceptions are not too high) can sustain

higher cooperative abatement levels than self-interested ones. On the other

hand, when countries are highly demanding from each other with respect

to environmental policy (i.e., when only very high abatement standards are

perceived as fair), then reciprocity could have a detrimental e¤ect on interna-

tional environmental cooperation. Our �ndings therefore suggest a plausible

explanation for the recent failure of the United Nations Climate Change Con-

ference in Copenhagen. In particular, it is now evident that countries entered

the Copenhagen negotiations with overly ambitious expectations. Our analy-

sis, however, demonstrates that such high expectations (represented in our

framework by high fair-abatement-standard perceptions) could prove coun-

terproductive, hindering the e¤orts for deeper international environmental

cooperation.

In concluding, a remark is in order. We focused here on symmetric coun-

tries, and argued that introducing asymmetries of a not too high degree

in their fair-abatement-standard perceptions would not a¤ect the qualitative

nature of our �ndings. It would be interesting though to incorporate into our

framework further (and larger) asymmetries among countries (e.g., in their

size or their production structure). Such a model would provide us with valu-

able insights into the implications of fairness and reciprocity for North-South

environmental cooperation. We leave this avenue for future research.

A Appendix - Generalized Model

Let us introduce the following generalizations with respect to the model

presented in the paper. First, the demand for good j in country J is given by

D
�
P Jj
�
, where D

�
P Jj
�
is strictly positive on some bounded interval

h
0; P

J

j

�
,

D
�
P Jj
�
= 0 for P Jj � P

J

j , and D
0 �P Jj � < 0 for P Jj 2

h
0; P

J

j

�
. Second,

the weight country J places on the self-interested welfare of country �J ,
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wJ(e�J ; ef ), is of the following form:

wJ(e�J ; ef )

8><>:
> 0 if e�J > ef
= 0 if e�J = ef
< 0 otherwise

, (18)

where ef is the fair abatement standard. The weight function wJ is assumed

to be strictly decreasing in ef and strictly increasing in e�J .

A.1 Static Game

In what follows, we maintain the assumption that RW J is twice continu-

ously di¤erentiable in (�!e ; ef ), where �!e �
�
eJ ; e�J

�
. It is direct to show

that (i) for a su¢ ciently small , @RWJ

@eJ@e�J < 0, i.e., the choice variables are

(strict) strategic substitutes; and (ii) for a su¢ ciently large s, @RW
J

@eJ@ef
< 0. We

�rst establish the existence of a pure symmetric Nash equilibrium for both

�R(RW;w;�!e f ) and �S(SW ).

Lemma 5 For the static game with reciprocal countries �R(RW;w;�!e f ),
there exist largest and smallest pure symmetric Nash equilibria,

�!
e NR �

(eNR; eNR) and
�!e NR � (eNR; eNR). Similarly, for the static game with self-

interested countries �S(SW ), there also exist largest and smallest pure sym-

metric Nash equilibria,
�!
e NS � (eNS; eNS) and

�!e NS � (eNS; eNS). More-

over, if the countries� best-response functions have a slope strictly greater

than �1, then �R(RW;w;�!e f ) and �S(SW ) have unique equilibria.

Proof. We �rst consider �R(RW;w;�!e f ). Let us de�ne new strategies
aJ = eJ and a�J = �e�J , reversing the natural order in country �J�s strat-
egy set. Then, @RWJ

@aJ@a�J > 0. Given now that the number of countries is

two and that for any country J (i) [0; eJOR] is a compact interval in R+; (ii)

RW J is twice continuously di¤erentiable on [0; eJO]; and (iii)
@RWJ

@aJ@a�J > 0, we

know from Theorem 4 in Milgrom and Roberts (1990) that �R(RW;w;�!e f )
is a (smooth strictly) supermodular game. It then follows from Theorem

5 in Milgrom and Roberts (1990) that (i) there exist largest and smallest

serially undominated strategies for each country J , eJ and eJ ; and (ii) the
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strategy pro�les
�!
e �

�
eJ ; e�J

�
and �!e �

�
eJ ; e�J

�
are pure Nash equilib-

rium pro�les. Finally, given the overall symmetry of our setup, we have that

eJNR = e
�J
NR � eNR and eJNR = e�JNR � eNR.

The second part of the lemma is straightforward once it is recalled that

�S(SW ) can be obtained from �R(RW;w;�!e f ) by setting  = 0, mean-

ing that �S(SW ) is also a (smooth strictly) supermodular game. Last, the

uniqueness of the equilibria when the countries�best-response functions have

a slope strictly greater than �1 follows directly from Theorem 2.8 in Vives

(1999).

Let us assume in the remainder of the appendix that the countries�best-

response functions do satisfy the condition speci�ed in Lemma 5, implying

that �R(RW;w;�!e f ) and �S(SW ) have unique pure symmetric Nash equi-
libria, �!e NR = (eNR; eNR) and

�!e NS = (eNS; eNS), respectively.32 We next

provide a formal proof for Lemma 1.

Proof of Lemma 1. Given that (i) �R(RW;w;�!e f ) is a supermodular
game; and (ii) @RWJ

@eJ@ef
< 0 for any J , the lemma follows immediately from

Theorem 6 in Milgrom and Roberts (1990).

We are now prepared to prove Proposition 2.

Proof of Proposition 2. If ef = eNS, then trivially eNR = eNS � eN .
On the other hand, if ef > eNS, then eNR < eNS by Lemma 1.

Finally, we prove the following lemma, which will be useful for the analysis

of the dynamic game.

Lemma 6 If ef � eNS, then for any country J , RW J (�!e NR; ef )
� SW J(�!e NS), with equality holding if and only if ef = eNS.

Proof. As we argued above, if ef = eNS, then eNR = eNS = eN , implying
that for any J , RW J(�!e N ; ef ) = SW J(�!e N) since wJ(eN ; ef ) = 0 by (18).

On the other hand, we showed that if ef > eNS, then eNR < eNS. These two

inequalities imply eNR < ef , and thus for any J , wJ(eNR; ef ) < 0 from (18).

Moreover, for eNR < eNS, SW J(�!e NR) < SW J(�!e NS) for all J . But then it
follows that for all J , RW J(�!e NR; ef ) < SW J(�!e NS).
32This assumption is not critical for our results. It is just made for expositional sim-

plicity.
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A.2 Dynamic Game

We henceforth assume that ef � eNS (implying eNR � eNS), which is a

slightly weaker assumption than the one imposed in the paper. Moreover,

recall that  is assumed to be su¢ ciently small. We �rst establish that recip-

rocal countries can cooperatively support a fairly high degree of pollution

abatement as long as they are su¢ ciently patient.

Lemma 7 Let eC � ef be a cooperative abatement standard. Then a suf-

�ciently high discount factor exists such that �!e C = (eC ; eC) is a subgame-

perfect Nash equilibrium for �R1(RW;w;
�!e f ).

Proof. If eC � ef , we have from (18) that for all J , wJ(eC ; ef ) � 0,

implying:

RW J(�!e C ; ef ) � SW J(�!e C). (19)

In addition, we know that:

SW J(�!e C) > SW J(�!e NS). (20)

Furthermore, since ef � eNS, we have from Lemma 6 that for any J :

RW J(�!e NR; ef ) � SW J(�!e NS). (21)

From (19), (20), and (21), we then obtain for all J :

RW J(�!e C ; ef ) > RW J(�!e NR; ef ),

which implies by Friedman (1971) that there exists a su¢ ciently high discount

factor such that �!e C is a subgame-perfect Nash equilibrium for

�R1(RW;w;
�!e f ).

We are �nally ready to prove Propositions 3, 4, and 5.

Proof of Proposition 3. We want to show that eC � ef implies that
�ReC =

RWJ
D�RWJ

C

RWJ
D�RWJ

N
<

SWJ
D�SWJ

C

SWJ
D�SWJ

N
= �SeC . To do so, we will prove:

(i) If eC � ef ) RW J
D �RW J

C � SW J
D � SW J

C for any J .

(ii) If eC � ef ) RW J
D �RW J

N > SW
J
D � SW J

N for any J .
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Let us start with (i). We have that for any J :

RW J
C = SW

J(�!e C) + wJ(eC ; ef )SW�J(�!e C) and

RW J
D = SW

J(BRJR(eC); eC) + w
J(eC ; ef )SW

�J(BRJR(eC); eC).

Therefore:

RW J
D �RW J

C = SW
J(BRJR(eC); eC)� SW J(�!e C)

+wJ(eC ; ef )
�
SW�J(BRJR(eC); eC)� SW�J(�!e C)

�
(22)

� SW J(BRJR(eC); eC)� SW J(�!e C)
� SW J(BRJS(eC); eC)� SW J(�!e C) = SW J

D � SW J
C .

We know from (18) that wJ(eC ; ef ) � 0 if eC � ef . Furthermore, the wel-

fare of self-interested country �J is (weakly) lower when country J de-

viates while it still cooperates than when both countries cooperate, i.e.,

SW�J(BRJR(eC); eC) � SW�J(�!e C) � 0. The �rst inequality then follows.

The second inequality stems from the fact that BRJS(eC) is the best reply of

the self-interested country J . This concludes the proof of (i).

We now turn to (ii). Let us rewrite the result we want to show:

eC � ef )
�
RW J

D � SW J
D

�
�
�
RW J

N � SW J
N

�
> 0 for any J .

By Proposition 2 we know that since ef � eNS, the Nash equilibrium abate-

ment level of �S(SW ) is (weakly) higher than that of �R(RW;w;�!e f ), i.e.,
eNR � eNS. Thus, ef � eNS � eNR, implying that wJ(eNR; ef ) � 0 by (18).
Therefore, the following inequality holds for any J :

RW J
N = SW

J(�!e NR) + wJ(eNR; ef )SW�J(�!e NR)
� SW J(�!e NR) � SW J(�!e NS) = SW J

N . (23)

Next we will show that RW J
D � SW J

D � 0 for any J . Remember that  is

assumed to be su¢ ciently small. Taking a �rst-order Taylor series expansion
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of RW J(BRJR(eC); eC ; ef ) around  = 0, we obtain:

RW J(BRJR(eC); eC ; ef ) � SW J(BRJS(eC); eC)

+wJ(eC ; ef )SW
�J(BRJS(eC); eC),

, RW J(BRJR(eC); eC ; ef )� SW J(BRJS(eC); eC) �
� wJ(eC ; ef )SW�J(BRJS(eC); eC) � 0,

, RW J
D � SW J

D � 0. (24)

The inequality holds due to wJ(eC ; ef ) � 0. By assumption, we have that

eC > eNS, and thus ef cannot be equal to both eC and eNS at the same time.

Hence, at least one of the inequalities in (23) and (24) must be strict. This

concludes the proof of part (ii). Therefore, by (i) and (ii), we �nally have

�ReC < �
S
eC
.

Proof of Proposition 4. We know from Proposition 3 that for any co-

operative abatement standard eC � ef , �ReC < �
S
eC
. So, given the assumption

of Proposition 4 (i.e., eCS � ef), this is also true for the most cooperative

equilibrium abatement standard of the repeated game with self-interested

countries, eCS: �
R
eCS

< �SeCS . Note that both self-interested and reciprocal

countries can sustain eCS at the discount factor �
S
eCS
, but only reciprocal

countries can support eCS at �
R
eCS
. From (13) and (15), we have:

SW J
D � SW J

C = �SeCS
�
SW J

D � SW J
N

�
and

RW J
D �RW J

C = �ReCS
�
RW J

D �RW J
N

�
.

Since �ReCS < �
S
eCS
:

RW J
D �RW J

C < �
S
eCS

�
RW J

D �RW J
N

�
,

,
�
1� �SeCS

�
RW J(BRJR(eCS); eCS; ef )

< RW J(�!e CS; ef )� �SeCSRW
J (�!e NR; ef ) , (25)

meaning that 
JR (eCS) <
�SeCS
1��SeCS

!JR (eCS), or that the incentive-compatibility

condition is not binding for a reciprocal country J at the pair (eCS; �
S
eCS
).
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Note here that RW J
N does not depend on the cooperative abatement level.

Moreover, for any cooperative abatement standard eC higher than the most

cooperative equilibrium abatement level of �s1(SW ), eCS, the welfare for

reciprocal country J under defection from eC is higher than the welfare under

deviation from eCS:

RW J(BRJR(eC); eC ; ef ) > RW
J(BRJR(eCS); eCS; ef ).

At the same time, for such an eC > eCS, country J�s welfare under coopera-

tion is also higher at eC than at eCS:

RW J(�!e C ; ef ) > RW J(�!e CS; ef ).

By the continuity of RW J(�), then there exists a cooperative abatementbeC > eCS such that (25) still holds, or 
JR (beC) < �SeCS
1��SeCS

!JR (beC). Since the
same analysis applies to any (eCS; �

S
eCS
) pair for �SeCS 2 [�; �], we have that

for any � 2 [�; �], eCS < eCR.
Proof of Proposition 5. Proposition 3 holds for any cooperative

abatement standard eC (weakly) higher than the fair abatement level ef .

However, for any eC < ef , it is ambiguous by (22) and (24) whether �
R
eC
or

�SeC is higher, since the weight function is negative at eC . Hence, it is possi-

ble that the minimum discount factor required for countries with reciprocal

preferences to sustain cooperation at eC is higher than that for self-interested

countries, i.e., �ReC > �SeC . Let us consider this case �rst, and focus on the

most cooperative equilibrium abatement standard of �s1(SW ), eCS. Under

the scenario in question, both types of countries could sustain cooperation

at eCS only with a level of discount factor equal to �
R
eCS

or above. Moreover,

let us make the assumption that 
JR (�) is a strictly convex function whereas
!JR (�) is a strictly concave one.33 From (15) and (13), we have:

RW J
D �RW J

C = �ReCS
�
RW J

D �RW J
N

�
and

SW J
D � SW J

C = �SeCS
�
SW J

D � SW J
N

�
.

33This assumption is clearly not restrictive given the type of result we are here after.
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Since �ReCS > �
S
eCS
:

RW J
D �RW J

C > �
S
eCS

�
RW J

D �RW J
N

�
,

,
�
1� �SeCS

�
RW J(BRJR(eCS); eCS;ef )

> RW J(�!e CS; ef )� �SeCSRW
J (�!e NR; ef ) ,

meaning that 
JR (eCS) >
�SeCS
1��SeCS

!JR (eCS), or that the incentive-compatibility

condition is violated for a reciprocal country J at the pair (eCS; �
S
eCS
).

For any cooperative abatement standard eC lower (higher) than the most

cooperative equilibrium abatement standard of �s1(SW ), eCS, the onetime

gain for reciprocal country J under defection from eC is lower (higher) than

the static gain under deviation from eCS:


JR (eC) < (>)

J
R (eCS) .

At the same time, for such an eC < (>)eCS, country J�s per-period gain from

cooperation is also lower (higher) at eC than at eCS:

!JR (eC) < (>)!
J
R (eCS) .

Given the strict convexity of 
JR (�) and the strict concavity of !JR (�), it
follows that the incentive-compatibility condition for reciprocal country J

can only be restored at a cooperative abatement standard beC < eCS. Since
the same analysis applies to any (eCS; �

S
eCS
) pair for �SeCS 2 [�; �], we have

that for any � 2 [�; �], eCS > eCR.
Nevertheless, �ReCS < �

S
eCS

is also possible by (22) and (24). In this case,

as we showed in the proof of Proposition 4, eCS < eCR. Therefore, when

ef > eCS, it is ambiguous whether eCR or eCS is higher due to the ambiguity

of whether �ReCS or �
S
eCS

is higher.
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Figure 1:  The Incentive to Deviate 
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Figure 2: The Incentive to Cooperate 
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Figure 3: The Most Cooperative Abatement Standard 
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